1. HAVE A THESIS

**GREAT** EXAMPLE: placeholder.vc
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2. SCREEN FOR QUALITY

DISCOVERY: icoalert.com
ANALYSIS & COMPARABLES: http://icobench.com
(LOL): get.xyo.network / d1yih35rrbebx.cloudfront.net/counter/xy-counter.js
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3. ACQUIRE CURRENCY

FOR ETH AND BTC/BCH: coinbase.com
4. MOVE FUNDS TO A WALLET (THAT YOU OWN)

FOR ERC-20 TOKENS, USE: metamask.io
MetaMask is an extension for accessing Ethereum-enabled distributed applications, or "Dapps" in your normal Chrome browser. The extension injects the Ethereum web3 API into every website's javascript context, so that dapps can read from the blockchain.

MetaMask also lets the user create and manage their own identities, so when a Dapp wants to perform a transaction and write to the blockchain, the user gets a secure interface to review the transaction, before confirm or reject it.
These 12 words can restore all of your MetaMask accounts for this vault. Save them somewhere safe and secret.

visa yellow toss guard sun vendor soda announce quick balance vessel shell

I'VE COPIED IT SOMEWHERE SAFE
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5. INVEST
TWO CATEGORIES: REGULATED and UNREGULATED
6. CONSIDER A HARDWARE WALLET

BEST IN CLASS: trezor.io / ledgerwallet.com
7. TRACK YOUR PORTFOLIO

COIN CAP: coincap.io
COIN HUB: coinhubapp.com
COIN MANAGER: coinmanager.io
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8. TRADE

BINANCE: binance.com
POLONIEX: poloniex.com
ETHER DELTA: etherdelta.com
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